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FIT Wellington 
(Fair, Intelligent Transport) 

An informal group set up to promote quality public transport in Wellington 

Michael Barnett, road and transport engineer 
Sam Donald, Architect focused on housing and sustainable urban 

development. 
Ian Shearer, renewable energy engineer (and E-bike fan) 

John Rankin, information management consultant, lapsed theoretical chemist, 
Oxford comma supporter   

Russell Tregonning, orthopaedic surgeon, NZ Climate & Health Councillor 
Derek Wilshere, civil engineer and natural resources management consultant 

Kerry Wood,  pipeline, drainage and transport engineer 

FIT’s objective is to demonstrate feasibility, for others to improve
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What is this about?

• Why Wellington needs light rail

• Fitting light rail into Wellington

• Route choices for Rapid Transit

• Integrating with buses and trains
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Not much is rail technology but we do have a 
detailed technical specification



Technical Standards 

The same as Auckland 

(but maybe longer vehicles)
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Longer vehicles? 

• Auckland length in also workable in Wellington


• One vehicle is cheaper than two at half the size: 
—the costly bits are the cabs and control system


• Length makes very little difference to operating cost: 
~70% driver wages

Example vehicle for Wellington,  Siemens Avenio, 63 m, capacity 470 persons
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Auckland LRVs in Wellington? 

Auckland-style vehicles suit Wellington because stop lengths 
are manageable and main characteristics generic

• Standard gauge


• Minimum curve radius 25 m


• Maximum gradient 7%


But 

‘Tram-trains’ are proposed by others, which require 

KiwiRail’s 1067 mm track gauge
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Standard gauge probably best

• More widely available (cheaper)


• Suitable for full-width LRVs (2.65 m, better seating)


• Johnsonville Line conversion is now unimportant  
(ridership too high for single track light rail)


• Other lines very unlikely  
(track-sharing with main-line trains)
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Why light rail in Wellington? 

Light rail is cheaper than buses if it carries enough passengers: 
break-even ~3200 pass/hr

• Too many buses (you may have heard)


• Any second bus route short-term


• Two few central-Wellington streets


• Some smaller cities use light rail  
(Besançon, 116,000)
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‘Golden mile’ central-city bus route 

2.4 km
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• Only three streets from the Railway Station 
to Manners St (8 lanes in the worst place)


• Only one lane on Lambton Quay at its 
narrowest point


• Lambton Quay is at the bottom of a 
kilometre-long sea-cliff



• Pre-1945 suburbs offer the best ridership: medium-density, mixed-
use


• Wellington’s old tram routes are generally on the valley floor


• Further up is lower density residential, with a different street-pattern


• Often there are footpaths down to the old tram stops

The best route is often an old tram route 
Cities are shaped by their transport

Caution:  

Not all old routes useable by modern LRVs

Some old routes unsuited to rapid transit
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• Bus (ex-tram) tunnel 
Difficult access (W side) 
Low population (E side) 
Needed for buses


• Mt Vic tunnel (new) 
Difficult access both sides 
Low population E side


• Constable St 
Narrow (15.1 m) & winding 
High flooding risk Kilbirnie  
Hospital access


• Zoo tunnel (new) 
High population & potential 
Difficult access W side 
Hospital access
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Single-track tunnel 
to Kilbirnie

Southbound motor 
traffic in Daniel St,  
Mein to Rhodes Sts 

Newtown Av
Narrow street 

850 m

Hospital 
hub

N

Zoo

King St

King St to Kilbirnie

3.0 km


Kilbirnie 
Hub

1000 m0 m



Frank Kitts Park to King St 

1.4 km 
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Where are we? 

• Route length just under 10 km


• A possible extension (first photo slide) to a new ferry/
liner terminal, 2.5 km, no proper studies yet 


• Other extensions possible (most systems are extended)


• Still to come: 
— Cross-sections of the difficult bit in Newtown 
— Connections to bus and rail
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Questions? 

(some useful links on the next page)
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• How to deliver light rail on a reduced budget 
http://www.lightrail-scotland.com/media/files/masterclass1-marcletourneur(1).pdf 


• What France can teach US cities about transit design 
https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2014/10/what-france-can-teach-us-cities-about-
transit-design/381742/


• More technical RTSA presentation by Scott Elaurant, Aug 2017 
https://www.rtsa.com.au/wp-content/uploads/files/
State%20of%20the%20Art%20in%20LRT%20Tech%20RTSA%20August%202017.pdf


• Evaluating tram-trains 
https://www.scribd.com/document/319634441/2012-Naegeli-Tram-Train-19march2012-pdf
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